Eric Serra

With an impressive career scoring an eclectic slate of films, French film composer Eric
Serra has become one of the most accomplished, prolific, and sought-after composers in the
industry. His award-winning music has appeared in films ranging from the James Bond
blockbuster GoldenEye to The Professional and The Fifth Element as well as this summer's
worldwide hit Lucy.
His musical journey began at age 5 when the young talent learned to play guitar. He hit
the stage performing live as a guitarist at age 11, and formed his first rock and jazz-rock bands as
a teenager. The prodigy soon became one of them most in-demand bassists in France.
It was a chance meeting while working as a session musician that would lead him on the
path of becoming one of the most creative film composers on either side of the pond today. "I
was recording the guitar solos as a session musician for a French singer and Luc Besson was
visiting him. I was improvising those typical late '70s guitar hero kind of solos which, for a nonmusician like Luc, was apparently very impressive," explains Serra.
A few months later as Besson was directing his first short movie, L'Avant-Dernier, he
asked the artist to score it for him. "[He said] if I could improvise like this I was clearly a
composer (which is not necessarily true in reality, every musician knows this). My first reaction
was to tell him that I was not a composer, just a musician," continues Serra.

Soon after Serra was called upon to score Besson's first feature film, The Last Battle, he
was recruited for his second, Subway, which earned the composer his first gold album (a double
gold album, in fact) and his first music award - the Victoire de la Meilleure Musique de Film
(France's version of the Grammys). However it was his score for The Big Blue that officially put
the musician on the map as a composer. The score was the No. 1 selling album in France for
more than six months and earned the Diamond album certification in France and platinum and
gold in several other countries selling more than 3.5 million copies worldwide. Serra won the
Cesar award (France's version of the Academy Awards) for best soundtrack, the Victoire de la
Meilleure Musique de Film award, and the Grand Prix Sacem (France's version of the BMI
Music Awards) for best music for image. "It was after The Big Blue when I finally started to
think that I was a composer," laughs Serra.
Serra's latest film score was for the 2014 sci-fi/action thriller, Lucy, which has grossed
$400 million, marking the 24th score of his career. Other film scores include the 1994 cult hit
The Professional, for which he received his third Victoire de la Meilleure Musique de Film
award and a nomination at Cesar; Le Femme Nikita, and The Fifth Element, as well as the James
Bond movie GoldenEye, in 1995; and Bulletproof Monk in 2003. In total, he has earned four
Victoire awards, one Cesar award, and dozens of nominations.
"Scoring perfectly fulfills my musical eclecticism," says Serra. "Depending on the movie
(or even sometimes inside the same movie), I can compose a pop song, an orchestral piece with
100 musicians, an ethnic voodoo rhythm, electronic music, a jazz cue, a flamenco part, a reggae
cue, etc. There is no risk of getting bored by doing the same thing over and over," he says. His
favorite part of scoring is "this moment when I start composing and suddenly the scene switches
to something else and I am the first witness of this magic. It is amazing how sometimes an
average scene becomes suddenly so emotional."
In addition to Serra's busy scoring career, he also has his own band, The R.X.R.A. Group,
which he tours either as a six-piece band or with a full symphonic orchestra. The R.X.R.A.
Group performed its first live show with a 70-musician symphonic orchestra in 2005, followed
by shows at the famed French concert hall The Olympia in 2007, and at the Opera de Paris
Symphonic Orchestra in 2011. His debut R.X.R.A. album was produced by Rupert Hine (Tina
Turner, Rush, Bob Geldof) and featured a duet with the Pretenders' Chrissie Hynde on the song,
"Lonely Moment." This album also includes the song "Little Light of Love," which was featured
in the end credits of The Fifth Element.
On his creative inspiration, Serra explains, "Anyone or anything that makes me feel any
emotion can inspire me musically. Nature, oceans, mountains, rivers, deserts, Africa, life, human
beings, animals, love, beauty, sadness, art, people completing ocean rows or other extraordinary
things, my daughters, Led Zeppelin, Frank Zappa, Peter Gabriel, Igor Stravinsky... so many
things. Music is just the most natural way to express myself."
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